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Abstract

This paper develops a simulation method for pricing path-dependent American
options, and American options on a large number of underlying assets, such as
basket options. Standard numerical procedures (lattice methods and �nite dif-
ference methods) are generally inapplicable to such high-dimensional problems,
and this has motivated research into simulation-based methods. The optimal
stopping problem embedded in the pricing of American options makes this a
nonstandard problem for simulation.

This paper extends the stochastic mesh introduced in Broadie and Glasserman

[5]. In its original form, the stochastic mesh method required knowledge of the

transition density of the underlying process of asset prices and other state vari-

ables. This paper extends the method to settings in which the transition density

is either unknown or fails to exist. We avoid the need for a transition density

by choosing mesh weights through a constrained optimization problem. If the

weights are constrained to correctly price su�ciently many simple instruments,

they can be expected to work well in pricing a more complex American option.

We investigate two criteria for use in the optimization | maximum entropy

and least squares. The methods are illustrated through numerical examples.
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1 Introduction

Computational methods for pricing derivative securities can be broadly divided into

deterministic methods and simulation-based methods. The �rst type generally in-

volves discretizing time and discretizing the possible levels of the underlying asset

prices; the discrete approximation is then solved exactly. Well-known examples of

this approach include binomial and trinomial lattices, and �nite di�erence methods.

These methods are widely used, particularly in valuing relatively simple derivative

securities in relatively simple models (see, e.g., [13] for background).

Deterministic methods can be very fast and e�ective if the dimension of the state

vector representing the underlying model is 1, 2, or perhaps 3. But the time and

space requirements of these methods typically grow exponentially in the dimension,

rendering these methods inapplicable to high-dimensional problems.

Simulation methods are based on stochastic sampling of paths of the underlying

state vector. Their space requirements generally grow linearly in the dimension of

the state vector. They typically converge in proportion to the square root of the

number of paths generated, a convergence rate independent of the dimension of the

problem. This makes simulation-based methods attractive for valuing path-dependent

and multi-asset derivatives.

A complication arises, however, with simulation techniques in pricing option con-

tracts with American-style features|i.e., contracts in which the holder can choose

the time of exercise. In this case, an optimal exercise boundary has to be deter-

mined through some type of dynamic programming procedure. The di�culty arises

in combining the forward evolution of simulation with backward induction of dynamic

programming. Recently, several methods have been proposed to address this issue;

see [1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12] and references there.

In this paper we further develop the stochastic mesh method introduced in Broadie

and Glasserman [5]. This method simulates multiple paths in parallel and uses in-

formation from all paths to estimate the continuation value (the value of holding an

option rather than exercising) at each node along each path. The continuation value

at each node is estimated as a discounted weighted average of the option values at

the next time step across all paths. In the original mesh method, the weights were

computed from the transition density of the underlying process. For complex mod-

els the transition density may be unknown, and in singular problems the transition

density fails to exist altogether.

An example of a singular problem is an American Asian option, an option whose

payo� at exercise depends on the time-average price of the underlying asset. The

singularity arises from the fact that the running average is a deterministic transfor-

mation of the path of the underlying asset. Singularities also arise in any model in

which the number of driving factors is smaller than the number of state variables,

as is typical in term structure models. For example, a term structure model may

represent 80 interest rates (quarterly rates over 20 years) and yet be driven by just a
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three-dimensional Brownian motion.

To address these issues, we develop a strategy for selecting weights that does

not rely on the knowledge or existence of a transition density. We choose the weights

through optimization subject to constraints such as matching moments of the underly-

ing process. The goal is to choose the weights so that the mesh correctly prices simple

instruments and then use those weights to price complex instruments. Because the

number of constraints is typically much smaller than the number of weights, the prob-

lem is underdetermined and we have to impose an optimization criterion to choose

a particular set of weights. We investigate two criteria in particular | maximum

entropy and least squares.

The rest paper of this paper is organized as follow. We give a general formulation

of the problem in Section 2. Section 3 reviews the stochastic mesh method and

explains the crucial step of calculating the weights. Optimization problems are then

formulated in Section 4 for the new approach to choosing weights. In Section 5 we

give various numerical examples to illustrate the methods.

2 Problem Formulation

We denote by St = (S1
t ; : : : ; S

n
t ) the vector of underlying state variables at time t

and we assume that St is a Markov process. The Markov property can in most

cases be enforced by introducing additional variables in the state vector, if necessary.

The payo� (or in some cases the discounted payo�) from exercise at time t in state

St is given by h(t; St) for some function h. Path-dependent payo�s can again be

accommodated by introducing additional state variables, if necessary. For example,

if the payo� depends on the time-average, the maximum, or the minimum of one of

the state variables, we can include the running average, the running maximum, or

the running minimum in the state vector.

Perhaps the simplest interesting case of a model of this type is a multivariate

lognormal process. In this case, logSt is an n-dimensional Brownian motion process

with a �xed covariance matrix �. If the process is simulated under the risk-neutral

measure, each component logSi
t has drift r, where r is the risk-free interest rate,

assumed deterministic and constant. We return to this special case later to illustrate

various methods.

We assume that exercise of the option is restricted to a �nite set of dates and,

for simplicitly, we assume that these dates are equally spaced �t time units apart.

(Options with a �nite set of exercise opportunities are sometimes called \Bermudan"

and the term \American" reserved for continuous exercise opportunities. We interpret

\American" to refer to either case.) Letting T = d�t denote the option expiration

date, the problem we seek to solve is �nding

V (0; S0) = max
�

E[h(�; S� )];
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with S0 a given initial state and � restricted to be a stopping time (with respect

to the Markov process fSk�t; k = 0; 1; : : :g) taking values in f0;�t; : : : ; d�tg. In

an important special case of this problem, the expectation is with respect to the

risk-neutral measure and h denotes a payo� discounted at the risk-free rate. More

generally, the expectation could be with respect to some other martingale measure

and h could be discounted by the corresponding numeraire asset, which would then

be one of the state variables or possibly a transformation of the state variables.

We assume that the function h is explicitly available. Thus, the value h(T; ST )

from exercise at expiration is available as a function of ST . This leads to the following

backward induction for determining the value at time 0:

V (T; s) = h(T; s)

V (k�t; s) = maxfh(k�t; s); E[V ((k + 1)�t; S(k+1)�t)jSk�t = s]g;
k = d� 1; d� 2; : : : ; 1; 0: (1)

The �rst term inside the max operator is the immediate exercise value of the op-

tion and the second term (the conditional expectation) is the continuation value.

Essentially all methods for pricing American options approximate this dynamic pro-

gramming representation in some way. Simulation can be useful in estimating the

continuation value since simulation is particularly well suited to estimating expecta-

tions.

3 Stochastic Mesh Method

The stochastic mesh method may be viewed as a particular way of choosing the

points at which the immediate exercise and continuation values will be calculated

and a particular way of estimating the continuation value. The method begins by

generating nodes for the mesh. The next step is to construct weights for the transitions

between nodes. Finally, the weights are used for estimating prices in the mesh. We

give a general description of the method and illustrate it in the case of a lognormal

process.

3.1 Mesh Construction

Construction of the mesh begins with simulation of multiple independent copies of

the underlying process St, all from a common initial state S0. A schematic repre-

sentation of these paths is shown in Figure 1. In the �gure, node i, for example,

corresponds to the n-dimensional state vector (S1
3�t; S

2
3�t; : : : ; S

n
3�t). The state vector

(S1
4�t; S

2
4�t; : : : ; S

n
4�t) at node j is generated from node i using whatever method would

ordinarily be used to simulate the underlying state vector over a time period �t. It

must be stressed that the �gure is purely schematic, with each path representing an
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Figure 1: Stochastic mesh. Node i contains the vector (S1
3�t; S

2
3�t; : : : ; S

n
3�t).

independent simulated trajectory and all paths simulated from the same transition

law. There is no sense in which node j is \higher" than node k, for example.

To be more concrete consider the following n-dimensional, m-factor lognormal

processes
dSi

t

Si
t

= r dt+
mX
j=1

Lij dW
j
t ; i = 1; : : : ; n:

Here, r is the risk-free interest rate, the W j
t are independent standard Brownian

motions, and L is an n � m matrix. The law of this process depends on L only

through the instantaneous covariance matrix � = LL>. Paths of this process can be

simulated using

Si
t+�t = Si

t exp

0
@(r � 1

2
�ii)�t +

p
�t

mX
j=1

LijXj

1
A ; i = 1; : : : ; n; (2)

with the Xj's sampled from the standard normal distribution. Repeated use of the

recursive relation in (2) (with independent Xj's) produces a single path for the mesh.

Repeating this path generation procedure for multiple sets of independent Xj's pro-

duces a set of paths from which to construct the mesh.

3.2 Weights from a Transition Density

Once we have the paths for the mesh, we choose a set of weights wij, with wij denoting

the weight attached to the transition from node i at one time slice to node j at the

next time slice. The key feature of the mesh is that i and j need not be on the same

path for wij to be nonzero. In fact, once we have generated the paths we deliberately

\forget" which nodes were on the same paths and treat every node at time (k+1)�t

as a potential successor of every node at time k�t.
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Given N nodes at each time slice and a set of weights wij, we approximate (1)

using

Vi(k�t) = max

0
@hi(k�t);

NX
j=1

wijVj((k + 1)�t)

1
A ; (3)

or

Vi(k�t) = max

0
@hi(k�t); D�1

�t

NX
j=1

wijVj((k + 1)�t)

1
A ;

with D�1
�t a discount factor, depending on how the discounting is handled. Here,

Vi(k�t) denotes the estimated value of the option at node i and time k�t, and

hi(k�t) is the (explicitly available) immediate exercise value at node i and time k�t.

The weights wij will in general depend on the time index k; we suppress the time

argument to simplify notation.

In the original mesh method of Broadie and Glasserman [5], the process St is

assumed to have a known transition density and the weights are calculated from this

transition density. To make this more explicit, suppose St satis�es

P (St+�t 2 AjSt = x) =
Z
A
f(t; x; y) dy;

for some probability density f(t; x; �), all x, all t, and all (measurable) A. In the

multivariate lognormal case (2), a transition density exists and is easily expressed in

terms of the standard normal density provided the covariance matrix � has full rank.

For some �xed time t, let pij denote the value of the transition density from node

i at time t to node j at time t+�t. In [5], the weights are de�ned as

wij =
pijP
k pkj

: (4)

This choice implies that
NX
i=1

wij = 1; (5)

where N is the total number of mesh paths. Notice that here the destination node j

is �xed and the sum is over the possible source nodes i. Because of (5), every node

at time t + �t is assigned the same total weight; the nodes di�er in how this total

weight is distributed among the possible source nodes one time step earlier.

An important feature of (5) becomes evident in checking the price of a European

option as estimated by the mesh. Of course, there is no need to use a mesh in the

European case, but it is instructive to examine this case. For a European option, we

replace (3) with Vj(T ) = hj(T ) and

Vi(k�t) =
NX
j=1

wijVj((k + 1)�t);
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we omit the max because in the European case the holder of the option no longer has

the right to exercise early. A simple induction argument shows that in this case (5)

implies

V (0) =
1

N

NX
j=1

hj(T ):

In other words, the mesh price telescopes to the average over the payo�s at the

terminal nodes|precisely the same estimate that would be obtained from the original

N paths using standard simulation rather than the mesh. The same is true if the

payo� is discounted over each time step.

A natural alternative to (5) is the condition

NX
j=1

wij = 1: (6)

Numerical experiments suggest that choosing the weights to enforce this constraint

is less e�ective than enforcing (5), when the weights are de�ned from a transition

density. In Section 4, where we choose weights through optimization procedures, (6)

is a more convenient constraint.

3.3 High-Biased Estimator

Once the weights are determined it is straightforward to calculate the mesh price

using (3). By repeating this step one obtains an estimate VO(0) of the option value

at the root node O of the mesh. In fact, through this procedure one also obtains an

estimate of the option value and continuation value at every node in the mesh. This

in turn implicitly yields an estimate of the exercise and continuation regions. At a

node where the maximum in (3) is attained by the �rst term, the mesh estimates that

it is optimal to exercise the option; wherever the maximum is attained by the second

term, the mesh estimates that it is optimal to continue.

The option values estimated by the mesh through (3) tend to overestimate the

true option price. This is a consequence of the convexity of the max function and

Jensen's inequality. Taking conditional expectations Ei in (3) with respect to the

state at node i yields

Ei[Vi(k�t)] = Ei

2
4max

0
@hi(k�t); NX

j=1

wijVj((k + 1)�t)

1
A
3
5

� max

0
@hi(k�t); NX

j=1

wijEi[Vj((k + 1)�t)]

1
A :

This e�ect propagates backwards through the mesh and results in an estimate at time

0 that is biased high. For a more complete investigation of the properties of the mesh

estimator, see Broadie and Glasserman [5].
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3.4 Low-Biased Estimator

As in [5], the high-biased estimator can be combined with a low-biased estimator to

produce an interval estimate for the option price. To generate the low-biased estima-

tor, we generate additional independent paths through the mesh. These additional

paths use the mesh only to determine when to exercise; the payo� assigned to each

of these paths is the exact payo� upon exercise and not a value estimated from the

mesh.

From the initial node O we begin simulation of a new path of St over time steps

�t; 2�t; : : : ; T . At each step, to determine whether or not to stop, we calculate

weights with respect to the new node on the path, use (3) to estimate the option

value at that node and repeat this procedure until the estimated option value is equal

to the exercise value, i.e. the estimated exercise region is reached. Upon exercise,

we record a payo� by evaluating h. Figure 2 shows three paths a, b and c that are

simulated and stopped when the exercise boundary (as estimated by the mesh) is

reached.

The key observation here is that the original mesh determines the exercise deci-

sion at all possible states and not simply those corresponding to nodes in the mesh.

Suppose for example that we have simulated a path to a state s at time k�t. From

state s (which is generally not a node in the mesh) we evaluate the transition density

to each node j at time (k + 1)�t; call these weights wsj. Using these weights we

estimate the continuation value from state s as

NX
j=1

wsjVj((k + 1)�t)

using values Vj already calculated in the mesh. We also evaluate the immediate

exercise value h(s; k�t) in state s. If the estimated continuation value exceeds the

immediate exercise value, we continue simulating the path by generating a transition

out of state s; if the immediate exercise value is greater, we stop and record a payo�

of h(s; k�t). We repeat this procedure over many paths (all on the original mesh)

and then average.

The exercise region determined by the mesh (and then used by the independent

paths) is not in general the optimal exercise region. We know, however, that it cannot

be better than the optimal exercise region. Thus, the average payo� generated in this

way cannot be greater than the average payo� under the optimal policy. We may

therefore conclude that the estimate produce by this second pass through the mesh is

biased low. See [5] for a more complete investigation of this method and its properties.

The construction of the weights and the high- and low-biased estimators explained

thus far apply in the case of a known transition density. For the special case of (2),

this requires that the covariance matrix have full rank. To address settings in which

the transition density is either unknown or fails to exist, we next develop a new

approach to constructing weights.
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of three randomly generated paths a, b and c for the low-

biased estimator. The paths terminate upon entry into the exercise region estimated

by the mesh.

4 Weights via Optimization

To obviate the need for a probability density, we instead formulate the problem of

choosing \good" weights as a constrained optimization problem. The constraints we

impose ensure that the mesh values of certain basic quantities | for example, low-

order moments of the state variables | coincide with their theoretical values. In

general, the number of constraints will be much smaller than the number of weights

and the problem is underdetermined. We therefore impose an optimization criterion

to choose a particular set of weights among all those satisfying the constraints. We

investigate two criteria in particular: maximum entropy and least squares. Both of

these criteria give preference to uniformity in the weights (subject to the constraints),

which is attractive in view of the symmetry in the construction of the mesh. The

maximum entropy criterion ensures nonnegativity of the weights; least squares does

not but it is computationally easier to work with.

4.1 Maximum Entropy Weights

For a �xed node i, the entropy criterion is

L0 = �
NX
j=1

wij log(wij): (7)

This objective is maximized (subject to the sum constraint (6)) by the uniform dis-

tribution, i.e. wij = 1=N . However, to obtain \good" weights we impose further

constraints, such as matching the �rst order and higher order moments for the un-

derlying processes. The maximum entropy solution then corresponds to the \most
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uniform" distribution satisfying the constraints. For a di�erent application of entropy

weights in pricing derivative securities, see Avellaneda et al. [2].

As an illustration of the types of constraints we use, consider, for example, the

case of a single underlying asset with value St(k) on path k at time t. Suppose

E[St+�tjSt] = er�tSt, as in the lognormal case (2). Then we might impose the con-

straint that the wkj satisfy

St(k) = e�r�t
NX
j=1

wkjSt+�t(j);

the sum taken over all nodes at time t + �t. This ensures that the weights wkj

correctly \price" the underlying asset itself at node k.

Observe that in this example the constraint is linear in the weights. Suppose more

generally that at each node i there are K linear constraints given by

NX
j=1

Bkjwij = bk; k = 1; : : : ; K; (8)

where B is a K�N matrix and b a K-dimensional vector. (The matrix B and vector

b will in general depend on the node i.) We incorporate these constraints in the

optimization criterion at node i by setting

L = L0 + �0(
X
j

wij � 1) +
X
k;j

�k(Bkj � bk)wij; (9)

where the �k's are Lagrange multipliers. Notice that we have also imposed (6) as a

constraint.

By explicitly solving the following equations

@L

@wij

= 0; (10)

@L

@�0
= 0; (11)

we obtain wij in terms of the Lagrange multipliers and parameters for the constraints

as

wij =
exp(

P
k �k(Bkj � bk))P

` exp(
P

k �k(Bk` � bk))
: (12)

Solving the rest of the constraints given by (8), therefore, amounts to minimizing the

following function with respect to �'s ([8]):

log

 X
`

exp

 X
k

�k(Bk` � bk)

!!
: (13)
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We use the Newton-Raphson method to obtain the Lagrange multipliers that mini-

mize this function and solve for the weights using (12). The number of constraints

is usually much smaller than the number of weights N and thus the numerical opti-

mization is viable. It should be clear from the presence of the logarithm in (7) that

the maximum entropy weights are always positive.

4.2 Least Squares Method

The Taylor approximation � log(w) � 1� w near w = 1 leads to the approximationP
j wij(1�wij) for L0 in (9). Because we also impose the constraint that

P
j wij = 1,

maximizing this approximation is equivalent to choosing weights through the least

squares criterion of minimizing
P

j w
2
ij. The least squares problem has the advantage

that it can be solved explicitly, without the need for numerical optimization. By

solving @L=@wij = 0 we �nd that the vector wi = (wi1; : : : ; wiN) of weights out of

node i satisfy

wi =
1

2
�B; (14)

with � = (�1; : : : ; �k). By plugging this expression into (8) we obtain the weights in

terms of the known parameters as

wi = B>(BB>)�1b: (15)

Intuitively, the solution for the weights is simply obtained from (8) by inverting the

retangular matrix B, and B>(BB>)�1 may be viewed as the pseudo-inverse of B.

An advantage of this method is the improvement in speed. But, there is a draw-

back that the weights produced are not guaranteed to be nonnegative. If we imposed

nonnegativity as a constraint, solving the least squares problem would again require

numerical optimization and would therefore have little or no advantage over the max-

imum entropy criterion.

Longsta� and Schwartz [9] also use a least squares method in pricing American

options by simulation. However, they use least squares in regressing an option's con-

tinuation value against a set of basis functions rather than to price simple instruments

exactly.

5 Some Numerical Examples

In this section we give various examples to illustrate the methods presented in the

previous sections.

5.1 One Dimensional Examples

In order to show how the mesh method works on cases with known solutions we

�rst price a one-dimensional American put option using the original weights from
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Figure 3: American put price on single asset. Exact price and the prices from weights

estimated from the transition densities and the maximum entropy method are plotted.

S0 = 40, the strike is 40, the risk-free rate is 10%, the volatility is 20%, and the time

to expiration is 5 years. There are �ve equally spaced exercise opportunities. Number

of exercise dates = 5.

the transition probability densities and from the maximum entropy method and plot

the high-biased estimators in Figure 3. The �gure plots estimated prices against the

number of mesh paths for an option with �ve exercise dates. The error bars show

95% con�dence intervals around the maximum entropy estimate. The two methods

are hard to distinguish from each other and they approach the true price (obtained

from a binomial lattice) as the mesh size increases.

Next, we plot high-biased and low-biased estimates for the same option using

the maximum entropy and the least squares methods and compare them with the

exact price in Figure 4. The high-biased estimates obtained by the least squares

method (LS-High) are higher than those obtained by the maximum entropy method

(ME-High). The low-biased estimators are less distinguishable.

The large standand error in the two �gures can be reduced if we use a larger

mesh size. We use the least squares method to achieve this and plot the low-biased

estimator in Figure 5. The reduction in standard error is clear. Although this method

comes very close to the true value, it appears to slightly underestimate the true value.

The estimated exercise region implicit in the mesh is thus slightly suboptimal.
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Figure 5: Low-biased estimator for the American put at large mesh sizes.
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Figure 6: Illustration of singularity in American Asian option.

5.2 American Asian option

The payo� function for an American Asian option depends on the average price

over the discrete exercise dates. For example, a possible payo� function for the

American Asian put option is given by max(X � �S; 0) where X is the strike price

and �S is the average of Sk�t up to the current time. This option corresponds to

a two-dimensional singular case since the underlying asset price and its average are

perfectly correlated over a single time step. The problem is illustrated in Figure 6.

In the mesh construction, (S2; �S2) is simulated from (S1; �S1) and similarly (U2; �U2) is

simulated from (U1; �U1). When we attempt to interconnect the nodes we encounter

a di�culty: if the underlying asset moves from S1 to U2, it is generally not the case

that the running average moves from �S1 to �U2; indeed, this would happen only if �U2

happens to equal (l �S1 + U2)=(l + 1), which occurs with probability zero. There is

therefore no way to assign a weight win based on the probability density of moving

from i to n.

Figure 7 shows prices obtained from the least-squares mesh method with two types

of constraints and from a non-recombining bushy tree (used here as the benchmark).

On the left the American and European prices are plotted against the number of

time steps. The �rst pair of prices on the right denoted by a �lled triangle and �lled

circle are Richardson extrapolated prices (see, e.g., [13] for background on Richardson

extrapolation). The other two pairs on the right correspond to prices with the fol-

lowing two types of constraints: (i) �rst three moments for both the underlying and

average stock prices and their �rst order cross moments (B3N3NB1), and (ii) �rst

three moments for the average prices (B3). The two sets of prices are close to each

other and the low-biased estimators from the mesh are approximately within 3% of

the price from the Richardson extrapolated bushy tree price.
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Table 1: Full-rank, multi-dimensional test cases using least squares weights. Here,

r and T are the risk-free interest rate and the maturity, respectively. High esti-

mates use replications of a 500-path mesh; Low estimates use 2000 independent

paths through the mesh. High and Low interval estimates are �1 standard error.

The covariance matrices for two cases are �2D =((0.04,0.01),(0.01,0.04)) and �4D =

((0.04,0.01,0.005,0.001),(0.01,0.02,0.01,0.005),

(0.005,0.01,0.1,0.05),(0.001,0.005,0.05,0.08)). ;

Spot Strike r T High Low Exact European

2D-2factor

(40; 40) 40 0.1 0.5 1.176�0.007 1.126�0.009 1.137 0.982

(38; 42) 43 0.12 1.0 3.050�0.000 3.050�0.000 3.050 1.810

(37; 45) 40 0.15 1.0 0.809�0.010 0.741�0.007 0.762 0.514

4D-4factor

(40; 40; 40; 40) 40 0.1 0.5 1.225�0.007 1.183�0.009 1.191 0.857

(40; 38; 35; 45) 42 0.12 1.0 2.669�0.004 2.603�0.001 2.665 1.496

5.3 Multi-Dimensional Options on a Geometric Average

If the payo� function depends on a vector of lognormally distributed asset prices only

through their geometric average, then the option can be reduced to a one-dimensional

problem, because the geometric average is again lognormal. Thus, this option provides

nice test cases for our methods: we can solve it in the mesh as a multi-dimensional

problem and compare with results obtained from a binomial lattice applied to the

equivalent one-dimensional problem. If the multi-dimensional asset process is given

by (2), then its geometric average process is given by the one-dimensional process

�St = �S0 exp

�
(~r � 1

2
~�2)t +

p
t~�X

�
; (16)

where �S0 = (
Q

j S
j
0)

1=n and

~� =
1

n

sX
j;k

�jk; (17)

~r = r +
1

2n2

X
j;k

�j;k � 1

2n

X
j

�jj: (18)

In Figure 8 we plot results for an American put on the geometric average of

four assets. The covariance matrix in this case has full rank and the weights are

constructed from the transition probability density. Notice the rapid convergence to

the continuous-exercise price as the number of exercise dates increases.

Table 1 lists American put prices for two-dimensional (2D) and four-dimensional

(4D) cases having full rank. The mesh estimates (with weights constrained to match
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Table 2: Multi-dimensional, singular test cases using least squares weights. All cases

have a strike of 40, a risk-free rate of 10%, an expiration of 0:5 years. Under the Mesh

column, the �rst number gives the number of paths in the mesh and the second number

gives the number of independent paths simulated through the mesh to generate the

Low estimate. High and Low interval estimates are � 1 standard error.

Spot Mesh High Low Exact European

2D-1factor

(40; 40) 100/1000 1.215�0.103 0.976�0.016 1.027 0.863

200/2000 1.065�0.128 0.982�0.013
200/10000 1.220�0.208 0.984�0.007
500/2000 1.241�0.130 1.004�0.012
2000/20000 1.103�0.083 1.010�0.004
3000/20000 1.023�0.072 1.013�0.002

4D-2factor

(40,40,40,40) 1000/10000 1.665�0.006 1.510�0.005 1.521 1.359

2000/10000 1.663�0.003 1.511�0.004
4D-1factor

(40,40,40,40) 1000/10000 1.387�0.004 1.267�0.005 1.279 1.115

2000/10000 1.399�0.002 1.268�0.007
8D-3factor

(...40...) 2000/10000 3.961�0.010 3.488�0.012 3.529 3.417

12D-3factor

(...40...) 2000/10000 3.059�0.008 2.710�0.008 2.749 2.637

16D-3factor

(...40...) 2000/10000 2.761�0.007 2.436�0.008 2.473 2.352

20D-3factor

(...40...) 2000/10000 2.578�0.008 2.269�0.007 2.305 2.176
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all means and covariances) are compared both with exact values (computed in a bi-

nomial lattice) and with the corresponding European prices. Including the European

price helps illustrate how much of the early-exercise value is found by the mesh.

Clearly, the mesh �nds most of this value in these examples. As might be expected,

the estimates for the longer maturity put prices are less accurate than those for the

shorter maturities.

Table 2 shows results for singular cases ranging from a two-dimensional, one-factor

model to a 20-dimensional three-factor model. (Details of the covariance matrices

used in these examples are available from the authors.) Several of these cases are

extremely singular so that constructing weights based on (nonexistent) transition

densities would seem to hopeless. These are clearly harder problems, but notice that

in most cases the Low estimate is accurate to the �rst digit at which the Exact and

European prices di�er.

6 Conclusion

This paper expands the scope of the stochastic mesh method for pricing multi-

dimensional American options to address models in which a transition density for

the underlying state variables is unknown or fails to exist. This includes multivari-

ate lognormal processes with a singular covariance matrix. We avoid the need for a

transition density by choosing mesh weights through an optimization problem. We

choose weights using either a maximum entropy or least squares criterion subject

to constraints that ensure the mesh correctly prices simple instruments. Numeri-

cal examples illustrate the method. Important directions for future work include

improvements in speed and methods for pruning negative weights.
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